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Disquiet about large seaweed harvest right applications in 2014 and 2015, 

prompted an initial information gathering by Coastwatchers. The first conclusion 

was that neither the resource nor the traditional low impact hand harvester are 

adequately protected or managed in Ireland today. Important ecosystem 

services of seaweed including carbon storage, wave calming, fish and shellfish 

nurseries were virtually unknown and not considered among those deciding on 

licenses and those harvesting. The fears expressed about large-scale harvest 

interests entering the field seemed justified, especially as difficulties accessing 

information were encountered and one large-scale mechanical harvest license 

had already been granted in 2014 with very little public knowledge and zero 

public participation. 
There was an urgency in getting all facts and plans about our shared commons on 

the table, to protect and manage our seaweed resources and traditional low 

impact harvesters.  

A Coastwatch core team decided to research the subject further and were 

initially greatly helped by Dr Rebecca Metzner and seaweed historian Seagh Mac 

Siurdain and harvesters who knew where to look for dispersed information. As we 

learnt more, many others helped including officials from the Department of the 

Environment Foreshore Section, The Land Registry, Marine Institute, BIM and NPWS.  

 Our findings were set into 

(I) a short briefing document with emerging list of action points 

(II) a summary of key information on seaweed resource and ecosystem 

services  

(III) an overview of relevant international and national legislation to protect 

and manage seaweed resources and harvesters.   

 

Coastwatch held their first seaweed events in February in Galway and Dublin in 

cooperation with Dr Kevin Lynch – NUIG and in Trinity College Dublin. In both Dr 

Rebecca Metzner, Fisheries and Aquaculture Department, FAO presenting what is 

best practise in protecting natural shared resources and traditional rights and 

traditional fishermen and harvesters set out their experience and views.  

  

This conference then is a step on the road for action to protect our seaweed 

covered shores and traditional low impact harvesters and does not deal with 

aquaculture for which a whole extra day would be needed.  

 

We want to thank our speakers and chairs who have come from abroad and the 

far ends of Ireland giving their time and expertise gratis for the good of all.  They 

with delegates from all walks of life here make up a significant pool to bring us one 

step further towards better protections, management and knowledge.  

 

The five issues we ask you to bear in mind today:  



 

 An increase in seaweed demand and harvest interest from small scale to 

largest multinational 

 An increase in concerns and questions around seaweed protection, rights and 

the position of traditional harvesters are reaching Coastwatch, 

 Lots of relevant law, but no overview. Some law out dated, some poorly known 

or implemented 

 Responsible persons and answers to seaweed questions scattered in many 

departments and bodies which share responsibilities with no overall policy or 

plan 

 EU law and wider UN policy if applied here could make Ireland a model of 

resource and traditional rights management and support other policy like ‘the 

wild Atlantic way’.  

 

The conference today is set in three sessions - focussing first on values of seaweed 

resource, then legislation and finally the picture on the ground – seaweed 

harvesting and use around the coast, seaweed role in diet and health. There will 

be a chance for active discussion in three parallel work groups and your views are 

sought on which action points on the prepared list of 14 should be prioritised by a 

new government.  

 

The fieldtrip we have prepared will take delegates by lift share and public 

transport to the South Dublin Biosphere coast at low tide to demonstrate EPA 

seaweed monitoring methods and glean best practise harvest and seaweed use 

tips from Dr. Prannie Rathigan.  

 

The paper trail over the past 12 years shows a pattern of commissioned research 

reports with recommendations on wild seaweed harvesting, but little evidence of 

action outside a Seaweed Forum initiative which was set up nearly 2 decades 

ago, but was closed down on change of government.  

 

Ireland is at the brink of establishing a new government and new ways of 

cooperating. The Coastwatch team sees this as an opportunity to flag urgent 

action which can bring good measurable results even in the lifetime of a new 

government. These have been circulated to you and will be discussed today. Feel 

free to reword to clarify, propose a rank order and/or new points and tell us if we 

should discard or side-line some by means of cool blue dots – which will be 

provided after lunch.  

 

Enjoy, share and use your knowledge and opportunities to act once you leave 

today.  

 

------------------------- 


